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attack on Mr. Eden's foreign policy'by a junior official
of the Foreign Office would strain relations to the break-
ing point. Even an anonymous attack would be incom-
p^tible with the loyalty and detachment that are the
hall-mark of a competent official. From the angle of the
kind of confidence a minister must be able to feel in his
permanent officials, it is not, I think, debatable that a
vow of external silence imposes itself by the nature of
his task.
There is, however, a middle ground in which I believe
that the right to self-expression is a wholly desirable
thing. No one, for example, would object to the works
in which an eminent Treasury official, Mr. R. G. Hawtrey,
has revealed himself as one of the best English economists
of the present time. So long as a civil servant is con-
tributing generally to the structure of knowledge there is,
so far as I can see, no reason why any official ox should
tread upon his tongue. Provided that he is reasonably
discreet, the contribution his experience can make may
be of exceptional value; and it would be a pity if pro-
hibitions compelled him to silence. Just as I think there is
everything to be said for allowing naval and military
officers to develop in print their view of strategy and
' service organization, so I think that as full a liberty as
may be for the civilian officer to develop his theories of
soo4 and administrative organization is desirable. No
doubt there ought to be an imprimatur from his superiors*
But a treatise, for example, on Treasury control by one
who has practised it, or on the relation of Government
to industrial arbitration by an officer with experience of
the conciliation department of the Ministry of Labour,
has everything to recommend it. We under-estimate, I
think, the importance of encouraging civil servants to
think organically and fundamentally, as it were, about
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